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Thus it seems that Reade's theory cannot be accepted 
as a substitute. Is there any other? 

II. DU'l"l'ON'S ISOSTATIC THEORY.* 

Dutton's discussion of isostasy is admirable, bnt 
his application of it to the origin of monntains is weak. 
The outline is as follows: 

Suppose a hold coast line, powerful ero.-ion and 
abundant sedimentation. The coast rises by unload
ing and the marginal sea bottom sinks by loading. 
Now if isostasy is l'lerfect, there will be no tendency to 
mountain formation. But suppose a piling up of sedi
ments-bnt on account of earth rigidity-withont im
l,nediate compensatory sinking, and a cutting down of 
coast land without compensatory rising. Then there 
would be an isostatic slope toward the land. And the 
accumulated and isostatic sediments wonld slide land
ward, crumpling the strata and swelling them up into 
a monntain range. 

The fatal objection to this view is that complete 
isostasy is necessary to renew the conditions of con
tinued sedimentation and therefore to make thick 
sediments, otherwise the sediments qnickly rise to sea 
level and stop the process of sedimentation at that 
place. But it is precisely a want of complete isostasy 
which is necessary to make an isostatic slope land ward. 
Dutton refers to Herschel as having snggested a simi
lar cause of strata crumpling and slaty cleavage ; but 
the principles involved in the two cases are almost ex
actly opposite. Herschel snpposes sediments to slide 
down steep natural slopes of sea bottoms and there
fore seaward. Dutton supposed sediments to slide up 
natural, though down isostatic slopes, landward. 
Herschel's is a theory of strata crumpling and slaty 
cleavage, Dutton's a theory of mountain formation. 

There has been no attempt to carry this idea of 
Dutton's to quantitative detail. It was probably 
thrown out as a suggestion in mere despair of any other 
explanation, for he had already repudiated the con
tractional theory. But the least reflection is sufficient 
to convince that such slight want of complete isostatic 
equilibrium as may sometimes occur would be utterly 
inadequate to produce such effects. . 

III. REYER'S GLIDING THEORY. t 
Prof. Reyer has recently put forward certain views 

fortified by abundant. experiments on plastic materials. 
His idea in brief seems to be this: Strata are lifted 
and finally broken through by uprising fused or semi
fused matters, and these appear above as the granitic 
axis. As the axis rises, the strata are carried upward 
on its shoulders, until when the slope is sufficiently 
steep the strata slide downward, crumpling themselves 
into complex folds and exposing the granitic axis in 
width proportioned to the amount of sliding. 

No doubt there is much value in these experiments 
of Reyer, and possibly such gliding does indeed some
times take place in mountain strata, and some foldings 
may be thus accQunted for. But the great objections 
to this view are, (1) that there is no adequate cause 
given for the granitic uplift, and (2) that it utterly 
fails to account for the complex foldings of such moun
tains as the Appalachian and Coast Range, where 
there is no granite axis at all. Reade, indeed, holds 
that the Piedmont region is the granite axis of the 
Appalachian, and that the original strata of the east
ern slope are now buried beneath the sea. But 
American geologists are unanimous in the belief that 
the shore line of the great interior Palreozoic sea was 
but a little east of the Appalachian crest and the sea 
washed against Jand of Archrean rocks extending east
ward from that line. 

CONCLUSION. 

After this rapid discussion of alternative theories in 
-which we have found them all untenable, we return 
again to the contractional theory, not indeed with our 
old confidence, but with the conviction that it is even 
yet the best working hypothesis we have. 

PARSEE FUNERAL AND TOWERS OF 
SILENCE. 

To the Editor of the Scientific American: 

I have got by me a large heap of old files of the SCIEN
TIFIC AMERICAN and its SUPPLEMENT. While going 
over the SCIENTI1<IC AMERICANS I caught sight of an 
article, headed" The Towers of Silence," of May 15, 1886, 
written by Colonel Floyd Jones. In some part of the 
article I find that the Colonel is misinformed regarding 
the dead ceremony of the Parsees. I, as a Parsee, can 
better let others know the true state of affairs, and 
would try to give a fuller description of the dead cere
mony. 

To describe the ceremony relating to the death of a 
Parsee : When the case is seen to be hopeless, the body 
of the dying man is washed and dressed in clean but 
old white clothes. The "Dustoor," or "Mobed," with 
other priests, repeat sundry texts of the" Zend A ves
ta." the substance of which tends to afford consola
tion to the dying man, and he breathes a prayer on 
his behalf for the forgiveness of his sins: "May the 
merciful Lord give you a good and happy abode in the 
world to which you are about to enter, and may He have 
mercy on you." If the dying man be in the possession 
of his senses, he himself joins in these exercises; if not, 
his son, or nearest relative, or the family priest, bends 
over him, repeating the words in his ears. When life 
becomes extinct, the body is wrapped in clean clothes 
and placed on an oblong piece of polished stone, which 
is laid on the floor. The hands are laid crosswise and 
joined upon the chest, and the feet are crossed and 
tied or are kept straight. There is one point in con
nection with the ceremonies performed over a dead 
body, about which people of other religious persua
sions entertain most incorrect ideas. The face of the 
deceased Zoroastrian ill exposed to the gaze of a dog 
three or four times during the recitation of the funeral 
sermon or oration. This seems to have led to the er
roneous supposition that before the dead body is 
removed from the house, a dog is made to lick it or 
eat some portion of its flesh. It is scarcely necessary 
to say that this belief has no foundation whatever. 
This ceremony is called" Sagdid." I may here men
tion that they ascribe to the glance of a dog the power 
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of scaring away the evil being. With the same view, 
evidently, a dog is conducted over the way by which a 
deceased person has beeu carried, in order to make it 
again accessible for man and beast. The dog to be 
employed for "Sagdid" must have certain special 
marks; he must be four-eyed, must have two black 
spots over his eyes, and must also be of a yellow color 
or white with yellow ears, so that the ceremony might 
be efficacious. This belief, however, is not generally 
shared in by the educated Parsees of the present day. 
The female members and relatives of the family then 
sit down together on a carpet spread in the room in 
which the body is placed, the men sitting on chairs 
or benches in the veranda. If death takes place at 
night, the body is kept in the house till the next 
morning; but if during the day-four or five hours be
fore sunset-it is removed to its final resting place in 
the afternoon. Until the last funeral ceremony has 
been performea, a priest continues saying certain 
prayers before the corpse, bnrning sandalwood over a 
fire all the time. 

When the time for the removal of th e body ap-
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generally accompany, so as to permit a change at in
tervals on the road to the "Dokhma," or Tower of' 
Silence. The followers of the funeral procession pro
ceed in couples, holding a handkerchief between them, 
and are in full dress, that is to say, the jama is worn. 
After the dead body is removea from the house, cow's 
urine is thrown as a disinfectant on the spot where it 
had lain, as well as on the path by which the corpse 
was taken out. 

Arriving at its resting place, the iron bier is put 
upon the ground, and the face of the deceased uncov
ered for a few minutes, in order that a last look may 
be taken of it, ana the whole assembly bow before it. 
Here the dog is again brought in and made to gaze at 
the corpse. After a few minutes the body is taken by 
the bearers inside the ., Dokhma," and the vultures, 
which are always in the immediate vicinity, soon de
nude it of flesh. 

The so-called Towers of Silence, whieh serve the 
Parsees in Bombay as places for the disposal of their 
dead, crown the summit of the magnificent Malabar 
Hill, which rises above the city. The view which they 
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"DOKHMA," OR TOWER OF SILENCE. 

proaches, it is placed upon an iron bier, which is 
brought in by the corpse bearers. Two pdests then 
stand facing the corpse, but if a female bearing a 
child of more than five months is dead, two pairs of 
priest.s instead of one perform the ceremony, and re
cite the seven" Has." If the deceased be the husband 
of a surviving wife, his wife breaks the pair of glass 
anklets which she wears and throw:; them on to the 
corpse of her husband, and from that time she always 
puts on a black" Sadi" without bordpr, which is a 
mark of widowhooa, ornaments not being resumed 
until a second marriage. 

When the recital is finished, the body is taken out 
of the house on the iron bier, and carried on the shoul
ders of four" nasesalars," or corpse bearers, to the 
"Dokhma," or the Tower of Silence, which is gene
rally erected in a solitary place and upon an eminence. 
The relatives of the departed one naturally give way 
to cries and lamentations. The male relatives and 
friends of the deceased follow the dead body in funeral 
procession on foot. The carriers of the bier have their 
hauus, feet and head bound in white cloth. Two sets 
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present is naturally most gloomy. A body of lazy vul
tures, densely crowded, guard the edge of the tower. 
There they sit, imlllovable and motionless, save when 
a funeral procession approaches, and the flock are 
filled with excitement. "1'hey fly upward with screams, 
and as soon as the dead body is laid within the tower 
by the bearers, they throw themselves with greedy 
haste upon their prey. In a few minutes the dreadful 
work is finished, and the heaven-sent birds return sa
tiated to their place .to wait for fresh food. 

When the corpse bearers take the body in the 
" Dokhma," they tear the clothes from the deceased 
and expose him or her to be devoured by the vultures. 
The clothes are taken out of the tower by the corpse 
bearers and deposited in a separate compartment set 
aside for them in the tower compound. Here the bear
ers take a bath and return home. The priests, rela
tives and friends Who have attended the funeral, wash 
their faces and hands and offer a prayer to the Al
mighty; and it is at this time that they loosen the 
handkerchief which they kept between each pair. 
After this every one goeb to his own place. This is for 
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those who follow the procession ; but those who d o l pied by women in Burmese society, the care with I The Histiotheutis Ruppellii, studied by Mr. Joubin, 
not follow, sit in the house of the deceased for about which marriage contracts are entered into and the ex- was taken at Nice at a depth of 800 meters in the sea. 
NIteen or twenty minutes after the corpse has been treme evenness of temper which characterizes hoth Its total length was nearly one meter. The animal 
carried away from the house, and then they, too, re- sexes." was dead, and had lost its phosphorescence. 
t.ire to their own places. The spots, now large, now small, according to the 

On the death of any person, his friends, neighbors A LUMINOUS CEPHALOPOD. region, are very regularly oval, and elongated in the 
and acquaintances visit the relatives of the deceased direction of the length of the body. One of the ex-
ev�ry morning and evening for three days COIJsecu- SINCE the microtome has replaced the green box of tremities, always the lower, of each spot carries a small, 
tively to offer consolation to them, and sit in long our fathers and the lens has paled before the micro- nearly spherical black mass deeply embedded in the 
array for'a few minutes on benches and chairs placed scope, it may readily be imagined that works on natu- skin. Verany describes this mass as a very brilliant 
along the side of the house. ral history are becoming obscure sanctuaries, in which point. The rest of the spot, according to his observa-

Originally the "Dokhmas " were certainly nothing the eye of the profane, but slightly habituated to the tions, was bluish and slightly iridescent. It will 
more than natural hills or primitive elevations of mysteries of the cell and the beauties of karyokynesis, be remarked, besides, that the brilliant point is situ
sand, earth or stones. In course of time the structure can no longer meet with facts that are interesting and ated sensibly in the focus of the elliptical spot. which, 
became a more elaborate one. The " Dokhmas" worthy of captivating the intelligence. Let those sor- on another hand, is not plane, but slightly concave. 
must be erected on places situated on high, on the rowing minds that have such thoughts be reassured. ( Fig. 2, No. 1.) 
tops of hills or slopes. It is a rule that they must be Amid the researches which, it must be admitted, are Let us now make some histological sections and 
uncovered and exposed to the solar rays and rain. often very dry, the disciples of the scalpel often bring study more closely the structure of the min'or and the 
The best idea that I can give of its outward appear- to light curious facts that are comprehensible to every apparatus that produces light. 
ance is to refer to the large circular gasometers at- one, and that the simple observation of last year The mirror is formed of plates that are superposed 
tached to gasworks, the only difference being that and very intimately conjoined. The lowest layer con-
the " Dokhmas" are open at the top, while their circu- sists of a very compact mass of those pigmented cells 
lar walls are built of the hardest stone, faced with called chromatophores. It is a true black screen. 
white "Chunam" or lime plaster. The walls are --'�g,,:;:c�':��--=�-- -- -- - - - -

The photogenic organ is more complicated. Its form 
from 20 to 30 feet in height, and the diameter of and position are well shown in the longitudinal sec-
the largest "Dokhma" in Bombay is 90 feet. In- tion given in Fig. 2 (No. 3). It comprises, in the first 
side the tower is a circular platform entirely paved place, at the periphery, a very dense black layer, 
with large stone slabs, and divided into three rows - �� ��- - - analogous to that of the mirror. It is covered inter-
of exposed receptacles called "Pavis" for the bodies nally by a thick layer of extremely curious cells (Fig. 2, 
of the dead. As there are the same number of " Pavis" No. 2). 
in each concentric row, they diminish in size from the The cells, which have a central nucleus, are abso-
outer to the inner ring, and that by the side of the lutely transparent, and each resembles a small crystal-
wall is used for the hodies of the males, the next for line lens. Of oval form and inflated toward the center, 
those of females, and the third for those of children. they have sensibly the aspect of two watch glasses ap-
These receptacles or "Pavis" are separated from each plied one against the other. 
other by ridges called " Dandas," which are about In the section they are seen to be formed of a very 
an inch in height above the level of the " P'1vis," and large number of concentric lamellre set into each other 
channels are cut into the " Pavis" for the purpose of and not continuing from one face to the other; in fact, 
conveying all the liquid matter flowing from the a non-fibrous plane traverses the cell and divides it ex-
corpses and rainwater into a "Bhandar" or a deep actly into two equal parts. In order to obtain a clear 
hollow in the form of a pit, the bottom of which is idea of the strU!lture of these cells, it is necessar5 to 
paved with stone slabs. This pit forms the center of imagine a series of smaller and smaller watch glasses 
the tower. When the corpse has been completely set into each other accurately. A second series similar 
stripped of its flesh by the vultures, which is gener- to the first is applied to the latter in such a way that 
ally accomplished within an hour at the outside, and the concavities of the two series free each other and 
when the bones of the denuded skeleton are perfectly that the center is occupied by nuclei of different densi-
dried up by the powerful heat of the tropical sun, ties. Finally, they are all directed in such a way that 
and other atmospheric influences, they are thrown their longitudinal axis is parallel with the surface of 
into this pit, where they crumble into dust -the the black screen. 
rich and the poor, the young and the old--thus meet- Further within comes the photogenic layer, upon 
ing together after death in one common level of the complicated structure of which we shall not dwell. 
equality. Four drains are connected leading from the Finally the apparatus terminates in a series of trans-
body of the pit. They commence from the surround- parent media composed within and without of (1) a crys-
ing wall of the •. Bhandar" and pass beyond the out- taIline cone, (2) a convexo-convex lens, and (3) a con-
side of the tower into four wells sunk in the ground FIG. 1.-A LUMINOUS CEPHALOPOD. cavo-convex lens. 
at equal distances. At the mouth of each drain, (Histiotheutis Ruppellii.) What must be thought, now, of the operation of this 
charcoal and sandstone are placed for purifying the singular apparatus? In the first place, it is evident, 
fluid before it enters the ground, thus observin� one from the observations of Verany, that this is what 
of the tenets of the Zoroastrian religion, that • the would have been incapable of showing. We desire produces the phosphorescence of the Histiotheutis. 
mother earth shall not be defiled." The wells have to t�ke here, for an ex:;tmple, only a work recently Through the microscope, we can, in addition, localize 
a permeable bottom, which is covered with sand to a pubhshed by Prof. J oubm, of the Faculty of Sciences the production of the light in the photogenic layer men
height of 5 or 7 feet. These " Dokhmas" or towers of of Rennes, and which we shall briefly analyze. tioned above. The luminous rays are reflected upon 
silence are built upon one plan, as shown in the illus- The cephalopods are, as well known, marine mol- the black screen and the layer of crystalline cells. A 
tration, but their size varies. Some of the leading lusks, whose head, very distinct from the rest of the portion of the light thus makes its exit directly from 
dimensions of the" Dokhmas" shown are as follows: body, is provi<,led with two large eyes and a circle of the apparatus, while the other portion is concentrated 

Feet. 
arms Rurroundmg the mouth, and more or less consoli- by the crystalline cone and the two lenses upon the 
dated at the base, �d provided with a large number concave mirror, which afterward reflects it to the ex-Interior diameter of the tower, as limited of suckers upon theIr internal surface. It is to this terior, after making it undergo a series of successive by the parapet . . . . . . .  '. - . . . ... .. . .. . . . .  62 class that belol!-g the poulps, the argonauts, the octo- refractions, somewhat as in the jet of the Colladon The outmost diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . .  70 puses, etc., WhICh are known to every one. fountain. Upon the whole, these curious poir.ts that The outer diameter at the plinth at the Among the little known and rare genera of the ce- cover the body of our cephalopod are fully compar-surface of the ground . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  66'8 phalopods of our coasts must be particularly mention- able to Mr. Trouve's photophores, which we daily use 

The frustum or plinth has a batter of 1 foot in 8 ed that of Histiotheutis, with which we are going to for fine dissections, and to which would have been 
feet. MANECK K. THANEW ALA. occupy ourselves. added reflecting mirrors covered with a series of trans-

Rutlam, Central India, July 19, 1893. Verany, ip his magnificen� work on the cephalopods parent layers of unequal densities for the purpose of 
of the MedIterranean, descrIbes several species of 'His- communicating iridescent tones to them. 

MARRIAGE IN BURMA. 

A CHAPTER in the Burma census report, dealing 
with what is called the " civil condition" of the people, 
gives much interesting information regarding marriage 
in that country. From the tables, marriage appears to 
be much less common than in India, but this is said to 
be due to the fact that there is no child marriage among 
the Buddhists and Nat worshipers, who form the 
bulk of the population. Moreover, in Burma marriage 
is generally the result of mutual affection between the 
parties after they have reached years of discretion. On 
the other hand, marriage is more common there than 
in European countries, for the tie is more easilyforrned 
and more easily dissolved, while motives of prudence 
have not the same weight. Destitution is almost un
known, and the wants of life in the temperate climate 
of Burma are more easily satisfied than in the colder 
countries of Northern Europe. 

A young Burmese couple can start life with a da and 
a cooking pot. The universal bamboo supplies mate
rials for building the house, lighting the fire, carrying 
the water from the well, and may even help to compose 
the dinner itself. The wife is usually prepared to take 
a share in supporting the household, and thus she has 
gradually acquired a position of independence not 
always enjoyed by married women elsewhere. 

It has been deCIded that, under the ancient Budd
hist custom prevailing in Burma, a husband cannot 
alienate property jointly acquired after marriage with
out the consent of his wife. Few marriages take place 
where either party is under fifteen, and the usual age 
is between fifteen and twenty-five. 

Polygamy now practically no longer exists, although 
in ancient times the Burmese were polygamists as well 
as slaveholders. "Most Burmese have only one wife, 
and few more than two. The first, or head wife, i� 
usually the choice of the husband in his youth, and 
when she ceases to have children she often assists in 
the choice of a young wife, who is bound to obey her." 

The ease with which divorce is obtained is said to be 
one of the causes why polygamy is so rare. The terms 
of divorce are based on ancient rules, one of which is 
that the party wishing the separation can take his or 

. her property and no more; the other party takes all 
the rest, including the children. 'The safeguard 
against caprice in husbands is not merely public opin
ion, which condemns too frequent divorces, but the 
self-respect of women, which prevents them from mar
rying a man who has divorced his wives too freely. 
'The privilege of perfect freedom in this respect is said 
to be rarely abu�ed. "Divorce is very rare, a fact at
tributable equally, perhaps, to the high position occu-

tio.theutis, and is not sparing of eul?giums upon cer- Formerly we admired only the plays of light of the 
tam abundant spots that cover their skin and emit a photogenic points. To-day, thanks to the progress of 
phosphorescent light. " I was called," says he, "by histology, we find in an animal such physical appara
a fis�erman, who s�owed me a H. Bonelliana clinging tus as a generator of light, a luminous condenser, a 
to hIS net. I had It captured and put into a bucket concave mirror and a luminous fountain. The more 
of water. It was at this moment that I enjoyed the we fathom the my steries of nature, the more we are 
astonishing spectacle of the brilliant points that de- led to admire them. -La Nature. 
corate the skin of this cephalopod, which is otherwise 
so extraordinary by its form. N ow it was the luster 
o.f the sapphire that dazzled me, now it was the opa
Ime of the topaz that rendered it more remarkable 
a�d again these tw� rich color� confounded their mag� 
llIfic:ellt rays. Durmg the llIg'ht the opaline points 
prOJected a phosphorescent luster, and this makes of 

THROUGH THE YANGTSE GORGES. 
A PAPER lately issued by the Chinese Imperial Mari

time Customs contains a report of the journey in bORts 
up the Yangtse to Chungking of the customs' staff 

FIG 2.-0NR OF 'rHR PHOSPHORRSCENT SPOTS 
ISOLATED AND MAGNIFIED. 

External view of one of the spots (x12). 2. Transverse section of the reflector. 3. Me(lian 
tran.vcr.c section of the phosphorescent apparatu" as a whole (X16). Theoret.ic trll l'e1 of 
the IllminollB rays concentrated at the point, O. Cr, chromatophores; C� black screen; 
Il, reflector; Ep, epidermis; L, convexo-convex lens; A. transparent cone; N, nerves; 
F, photogenic layer; M, upper mirror; Mi, lower mirror; T, concavo-convex lens . 

th is mollusk one of the most brilliant productions of 

I 
sent to that port to open it. to foreign trade. The time 

nature." taken from Ichang was 33 days, and the labor of track-
As a description this is very pretty, but it must be ing the boats through the cataracts was very great. 

confessed that after reading it we have not learned ! The Ichang gorge, wh;ch is the first .• is described as 
much of anything. We know of one more lu minous presenting to view high and in places inaccessible 
animal, and that is all. Let us now see our animal in mountains. beautiful glens and charming scenery in 
the grasp of histology. general, while the stream offers no great difficulties to 
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